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Abstract
We present a proposal for representing large vectors of real numbers using binary
decision diagrams (BDDs). If the vectors contain structured data, the necessary size
may be reduced signiﬁcantly compared to an explicit representation of the numbers.
We are able to prove a nontrivial upper bound for this size for a rather theoretical
example: tables approximating linear functions.
1 Introduction
Using real numbers in practical computations often requires huge amounts
of data. Typical examples are applications from queueing theory or from
stochastic Petri nets that involve the solution of linear equations on n×n-
matrices, where for current techniques n can be chosen up the order of at
about 108.
Storing the corresponding matrix in a conventional way would require
about 1016 entries, which would require a memory of about 100 million GB
using 8 byte IEEE double format. Even just storing a solution vector of size
n already requires almost 1 GB of memory.
Usually, the matrices in use are not sparse in the usual sense, it might
even be that almost all entries are nonzero. Instead, they often have an
internal structure that can be exploited using techniques like decision diagrams
or Kronecker-based methods [3] reducing the necessary memory to store the
matrices. Here, the number of diﬀerent values in the matrix is still quite small,
and these values are stored explicitly.
However, usually all components of the solution vector are diﬀerent, so here
the explicit storage of values builds a natural bound for the tractable problem
size. But again we often have some internal structure within the solution
vector, although almost all values are diﬀerent: Many important examples
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from queueing theory either have a so-called product form, or they show a
behavior of almost geometric decay.
Another problem is the reliability of the results, where enhanced precision
or even exact arithmetic might be desirable. Then each single value obviously
needs far more than the usual 8 byte of IEEE double format. The necessary
memory to achieve results with reasonable precision may even depend on the
underlying matrix. Experiments with an exact arithmetic package [7] using
Gaussian elimination showed that e.g. for the Hilbert matrices a size n=250
can already lead to about 1 KB per number (leading already to about 60 MB
per matrix of this size) in intermediate results to get 8 byte of ﬁnal results.
One possibility to overcome these memory constraints might lie in the im-
plicit representation of real numbers through binary decision diagrams, BDDs.
We will combine these with the idea of signed digits in order to try to reduce
the increased complexity resulting from the compressed storage format.
At the moment, we are evaluating a prototype implementation. Since
this prototype is not yet sophisticated enough to be tested on real world
problems, we will use a rather theoretical problem to determine the possible
gain: In Type-2-Theory of Eﬀectivity (TTE, see e.g. [11]), usually explicit
methods for representing numbers are used. When considering (space or time)
complexity, this induces lower bounds for the time complexity simply because
of the representation. For example, to represent a function f : [0, 1] → R
in TTE, a table of the values at equidistant abscissas may be used. Using
linear interpolation this table deﬁnes a stepwise linear function f˜ being an
approximation to f :
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To approximate a diﬀerentiable function f with error ≤ 2−n, we need
m = O(2n) in order to get |f˜(x) − f(x)| ≤ 2−n for x ∈ [0, 1]. So this is a
simple, although rather theoretical, example where a huge amount of diﬀerent
values with an obvious structure is used!
As an example of how decision diagrams can be used to store such data,
consider the vector (0, 1, 2, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) of length 16. Here
we need 4 bits to represent all possible indices, where entry #2 would be
addressed by the bits 0010 with value 2. Suppose that we want to use 24
bits (= 8 octets) for each value with an (absolute) precision of 2−12. Then we
would use 3 bits in order to address these 8 octets. This implies the decision
diagram for the vector in ﬁgure 1, where details will be explained in the next
section. The ﬁgure follows the drawing conventions from e.g. [1,9]: One-edges
are drawn solid, and zero-edges are dashed.
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recision bit 0 
recision bit 1 
recision bit 2 
 index bit 3 
 index bit 2 
 index bit 1 
 index bit 0 
root
p_0
p_1
0
p_2
i_3
i_2
i_1
i_0 i_0
2 3 1
entry #2 with value 2,
i.e. index bits 0010:
p2 p1 p0 weight value
0 0 0 8−4 0
0 0 1 8−3 0
0 1 0 8−2 0
0 1 1 8−1 0
1 0 0 80 2
1 0 1 81 0
1 1 0 82 0
1 1 1 83 0
Fig. 1. An example of a 8-sdBDD
2 Representing numbers using BDDs
To represent an approximation to a single number in the ordinary explicit
way, usually a tuple (l, B) is used, consisting of an integer l and a bit vector
B = ....b2b1b0, and denoting the dyadic number 2
l ·∑ bj2j. This corresponds
to the usual half logarithmic representation of dyadic numbers, used e.g. in
the IEEE ﬂoating point standards. We will not consider sign bits here, as they
will be obsolete using signed digits later on.
Using such a half logarithmic representation and BDDs, we might proceed
in two directions:
(i) Storing precise approximations to a single number (i.e. very long bit vec-
tors) in a BDD.
(ii) Storing a large set of diﬀerent numbers of moderate precision in a single
BDD.
The ﬁrst approach can be promising if we have to store large numbers with
a certain regularity. Arithmetic operations may become very fast, e.g. the sum
of two numbers can be computed (without necessity of carry if signed digits
are used, see next section) in a number of BDD operations that is logarithmic
in the length of the vector. As BDDs allow a quite simple access to certain
substructures, recursive multiplication schemes like the Karatsuba algorithm
should be easy to implement.
The second approach aims at the solution of very large linear systems as
mentioned in the introduction. In the following we will try to follow both
directions at once: When approximating several numbers xi for i from an
index set I at once, we do not use several of these bit vectors ...b2,ib1,ib0,i as in
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a traditional representation, but instead replace all bit vectors together by a
single function F (p, i) : P×I → D such that each xi can be reconstructed from
the digits dp,i := F (p, i) at positions p from a position set P . The advantage
of this approach is that if the set of numbers xi contains enough regularity,
then denoting the function F through a decision diagram may lead to a very
short representation.
From the many diﬀerent versions of these decision diagrams we will use
reduced ordered binary decision diagrams (ROBDD). For an introduction to
this data structure see e.g. [1,10]. The advantage of this type of diagrams
is that an ROBDD is a canonical representation of a function, where all su-
perﬂuous nodes in the diagram have been removed. If D has more than two
elements, then the general naming for BDDs of this type is multi-terminal
BDD (MTBDD).
Instead of a simple binary representation of numbers we use a special
type of signed digit representation, i.e. we use the BDD to store functions
F : P × I → Dr assigning digits from Dr to positions from P and indices from
I. The terminal nodes of the BDDs now carry the integer values from the
ﬁnite digit set
Dr := {n ∈ Z, |n| ≤ 
r + 1
2
}(1)
for an arbitrary natural radix r>4. Examples are D5 = {−3, . . . , 3}, or D8 =
{−5, . . . , 5}. A MTBDD with terminal nodes from Dr will be called r-sdBDD
(signed digits BDD) in the following.
The motivation of this choice of Dr will be given in the next section by
general considerations on signed digit arithmetic.
For simplicity, we will use the following index set Ik with an associated
binary notation of the single indices i ∈ Ik as binary vectors (ik−1ik−2 . . . i0):
Ik := {0, . . . , 2k−1}, with encoding i =
k−1∑
ν=0
iν2
ν(2)
For the single digit positions we use the following set Pn, again with a binary
notation (pn−1pn−2 . . . p0) of the single positions p ∈ Pn:
Pn := {−2n−1, . . . , 2n−1−1}, with encoding p =
n−1∑
ν=0
pν2
ν − 2n−1(3)
Here a biased binary notation similar to the exponent format in IEEE ﬂoating
point numbers is used.
In consequence, the r-sdBDDs will use n+k binary variables with the fol-
lowing ordering of these variables (that will be explained later):
(p0, p1, . . . , pn−1, ik−1, ik−2, . . . i0)(4)
Any such r-sdBDD A deﬁnes a function fA: {0, 1}n+k → Dr. The values of
this function are deﬁned to be the digit on the leaf on that path through A
that corresponds to the given values for the n+k variables. Using the given
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encondings, this function fA on binary variables may now be interpreted as a
function FA : Pn × Ik → Dr, and using this function FA, we deﬁne the vector(
xA(0), . . . , xA(2
k−1)) of numerical values stored in A by
xA(i) :=
∑
p∈Pn
FA(p, i) · rp(5)
Choosing n = 3, k = 4, the vector (0, 1, 2, 3, 0 . . . 0) of length 2k = 16, is
represented by the diagram given in the introduction, when interpreted as an
8-sdBDD.
Obviously there is a computable translation between an ordinary explicit
representation using a set of bit vectors and this implicit representation us-
ing a single binary decision diagram. Of course, this translation requires the
building resp. traversing of many diagrams and thus may be of high compu-
tational complexity. Even if all xA(i) are diﬀerent, it is still possible that the
conversion to the implicit representation may reduce the amount of memory
logarithmically, while the inverse transformation from the r-sdBDD to explicit
form might increase it exponentially.
The role of the size of the radix r is somewhat counter-intuitive: On the
one hand, using larger values for r has the immediate advantage that the
necessary number n of variables for the digit positions is reduced. On the
other hand, a larger set of possible terminal nodes might reduce the structure
in the data leading to more internal nodes inside the BDD. In [10] the use of
more than 2 terminal nodes is discouraged, as a larger number can always be
replaced by small terminal decision diagrams (having binary terminal nodes).
We will nevertheless use r > 4 in the following, because it allows a simpler
formulation of algorithms.
One important diﬀerence between the ordinary 64bit IEEE ﬂoating point
standard (‘double’) and the BDD format deﬁned above is that all values stored
in the BDD essentially share the exponent l := −2n−1 by deﬁnition of Pn and
xA(i) in (3) and (5). To cover or even extend the double format, n and r
have to be large enough: As double exponents have a ﬁxed length of 11 bit,
r and n must be chosen such that r2
n
> 22
11
holds, i.e. n+ log2 log2 r > 11.
Using r = 16, already n = 9 positional variables would suﬃce; n = 10 and the
minimal value r = 5 would be suﬃcient to cover a range of about 2300 bits,
already being signiﬁcantly more than for the range of double numbers.
An important issue for ROBDDs is the ordering of variables, which must
be the same on each path in the decision diagram. This ordering may dramati-
cally inﬂuence the size of the BDDs and in consequence also the computational
complexity. Thus a main question is whether to place the variables encoding
the position p of the digits in front of or behind the variables encoding the
index i of the number xA(i). Placing the position variables ﬁrst simpliﬁes
arithmetic operations, as then the r-sdBDD already contains sub-diagrams
for the digits at the same position. But in this case, access to all the digits of
a single value xA(i) implies traversing the whole BDD A once for each of the
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#Pn = 2
n positions. We think that, for the applications in mind, the arith-
metic operations are more important than the extraction of single variables,
so position before index should be the better ordering.
Additionally, concerning the case where all xA(i) are diﬀerent, the ordering
index before position would imply that the BDD needed a width of #Ik = 2
k
to store the 2k values, thus in this case there would be no memory reduction
at all.
The further details of ordering of the variables in (4) will be discussed
later.
3 Signed digit arithmetic
Given the purpose that we want to represent numbers using rather large vec-
tors of digits, even natural algorithms like the simple full adder to add two
digits respecting a carry become questionable: When applied to our BDD
approach, the carry propagation would lead to a sequentionalization of the
addition that would require too much time. Even usual algorithms for speed-
ing up the carry propagation do not help signiﬁcantly.
Thus in our case, signed digit arithmetic should be used, where already the
original paper [2] by Avizienis considered the parallel execution of arithmetic
operations. In the context of this paper the possibility of parallelization leads
to algorithms that are well suited for BDDs.
The advantage of signed digits, which is most important here, is that it is
possible to implement carry free addition (and subtraction). There are several
possibilities for implementing this carry-free addition. The following can be
found already in [2], but we formulate it in a way better suited for our pur-
pose: For two numbers x and y given by sequences of digits (. . . xjxj−1 . . .) and
(. . . yjyj−1 . . .) in a signed digit number system with radix r, ﬁrst two new se-
quences of transfer digits (. . . tjtj−1 . . .) and intermediate sums (. . . wjwj−1 . . .)
are computed in a way deﬁned below, then a shift operation uj := tj−1 is ap-
plied, ﬁnally the sum sj := wj + uj of the intermediates wj and the shifted uj
gives the result (. . . sjsj−1 . . .) with value x+ y.
In detail we let r · tj +wj := xj + yj. This does not explicitly deﬁne tj and
wj, so we may e.g. use the following setting
xj + yj ≥ r/2 ⇒ tj := 1, wj := xj + yj − r
|xj + yj| < r/2 ⇒ tj := 0, wj := xj + yj
xj + yj ≤ −r/2 ⇒ tj := −1, wj := xj + yj + r
To verify that (. . . sjsj−1 . . .) indeed represents the sum x+y is trivial. The
only issue in this construction is to ensure that sj is an allowed digit. In
case of the usual full signed digit set, i.e. xj, yj ∈ {1−r, . . . , r−1}, the crucial
condition for this is |wj| ≤ r − 2. Hence this algorithms works correctly if
(and only if) r > 2. Of course, there are possibilities for carry-free addition
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(or rather a limited carry) even for radix r = 2, but they use additional shift
operations. We will not go into more details here. Examples can be found in
[8].
Signed digits with radix r = 2 have already been used in TTE in order
to get simple representations of the real numbers that allow to deﬁne com-
putational complexity, see e.g. [5,6]. There a normalization constraint was
necessary: In order to get a topologically compact set of names for a num-
ber, the two leading nonzero digits from {−1, 0, 1} were required to be not of
the form ‘1 −1’ or ‘−1 1’, as these could be reduced to ‘0 1’ or ‘0 −1’. The
same idea is also applicable, if signed digits with a base r greater than 2 are
used: Here the normalization constraint would be that the ﬁrst two digits may
neither be ‘1 1−r’ nor ‘−1 r−1’,
Unfortunately, the carry-free addition may generate leading digits of the
forbidden form. A simple example (valid for any r > 3) is the addition of the
sequences (. . . 0 3 1−r 1−r . . .) and (. . . 0 −1 1−r 1−r . . .) leading to a sum
of the form (. . . 0 1 1−r . . .). In an implementation using BDDs, this would
lead to an unwanted reduction of the structure within the digits, thus leading
to unnecessarily larger diagrams. Furthermore, it would be hard to compute
bounds for the size of numbers, slowing down multiplication algorithms.
One possible solution to this normalization problem is to prohibit the digits
r−1 and 1−r completely. In order to improve the speed of the later BDD algo-
rithms, we even further restrict the digit set to Dr := {−
 r+12 , ..., 0, ..., 
 r+12 }
where 
 r+1
2
 < r−1 holds as soon as r > 4.
Please note that this set of digits is suﬃciently large, as we still are able to
write any i ∈ Z in the form i = rq + p with q ∈ Z and p ∈ Dr. Furthermore,
carry-free addition is still possible: We now get |xi+yi| ≤ r+2 implying |wi| ≤

 r+1
2
 − 1 and sj ∈ Dr.
Three important properties of the signed digit representations should be
mentioned here:
(i) Although we have a redundant representation, there is only one possibility
to represent zero with a ﬁnite number of digits: all digits have to be zero
themselves.
(ii) The sign of a number is simply the sign of the ﬁrst non-zero digit.
(iii) If we have r > 4 and the digit set Dr from above, then additionally
rm+1 >
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j∈Z
xj · rj
∣∣∣∣∣ > r
m−1
for any sequence (. . . xjxj−1 . . .), ifm is the position of themost signiﬁcant
non-zero digit.
Compared to BDDs with terminal nodes 0, . . . r−1, the ordinary signed
digit representation with digits {1−r, . . . , r−1} almost doubles the number of
terminal nodes. The caching strategies within BDD software packages would
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compensate this, but the high grade of redundancy would lead to less structure
within the data and in consequence, the BDDs would be larger in general.
Using Dr, we have at most r+3 terminal nodes, which is a negligible increase
compared to the advantages concerning arithmetic, which will be discussed in
the following sections.
4 Basic operations on r-sdBDDs
In the following, we will deﬁne some operations on r-sdBDDs, that will be
used later to deﬁne the basic arithmetic. For simplicity, we will identify i ∈ Ik
or p ∈ Pn with their unique corresponding bit vectors as in (2) and (3).
• Operations on r-sdBDDs can be based on general algorithms for BDDs, see
e.g. [1]: If ◦ : B2 → B or ◦ : D2r → Dr is an arbitrary operation on the
underlying structure of bits B or signed digits Dr, then we may extend it
to BDDs following the famous Shannon Expansion:
f(x0, x1, . . .) =


f(0, x1, . . .), if x0 = 0
f(1, x1, . . .), if x0 = 1
Thus we may assume that for any of these basic operations ‘◦’ there is
a well-deﬁned operation ‘◦’ on the BDDs A, B, such that A ◦ B is a BDD
with FA◦B(p, i) = FA(p, i) ◦ FB(p, i). Please note that the operation on the
BDD level is essentially a parallel execution of the operation on the single
values.
We will use this canonical extension for the ordinary arithmetic and logi-
cal symbols like ‘+’,‘−’,‘·’,‘¬’, . . . as well as an implicit conversion of boolean
values to the signed digits 0 and 1. Of course, in case of Dr the results of
arithmetic operations are restricted to Dr, usually by taking the modulus
w.r.t. r.
• A further basic operation on BDDs is ﬁxing boolean variables to a speciﬁc
value. We will denote this by A |ν:=b for a variable ν and a boolean value b.
The eﬀect on the function FA(·) would be that all digits for arguments with
ν = ¬b would be replaced by the digits on the corresponding arguments,
but with ν = b. As an example, the vector xB for B := A |i0:=0 would
contain the values xB(2i) = xB(2i+1) := xA(2i), i.e. here all values xA(·)
at even position would be copied to the uneven positions.
Of course, we may also ﬁx several values, so for j ∈ Ik, B = A |i:=j is the
BDD for the constant vector with xB(i) = xA(j) for all i ∈ In. Similarly,
B = A |p:=q is the BDD for all the digits corresponding to a position q ∈ Pn.
• For a given number z, Pn(z) denotes a BDD having z as value, independent
of the index i:
xPn(z)(i) = z
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Here z must be representable by an r-sdBDD with position set Pn, i.e. we
must have z = z · r−2n−1 for a z ∈ Z and |z| ≤ ∑p∈Pn
 r+12  · rp. Please
note that Pn(z) is not unique, because of the redundancy in signed digit
representations!
• Given an index j ∈ Ik, the indicator of j will be the r-sdBDD Ik(j) such
that
FIk(j)(p, i) =


1, i = j
0, else
The numerical values of this indicator Ik(j) are not of interest, but it can
be used to select values. So for example, B := Pn(z) · Ik(j) denotes the
vector xB with
xB(i) =


z, i = j
0, else
Basic arithmetic algorithms for r-sdBDDs can obviously be built from two
operations that (a) extract the value xA(j) from an r-sdBDD A or (b) update
a single xA(j) in the r-sdBDD to a new value. Both operations can be executed
in two steps: A conversion between a number z and its BDD Pn(z) on one
side, and operations on BDDs on the other side.
The conversion from z to Pn(z) can be implemented using the ordinary
(but evolved) algorithms for the construction of BDDs. The inverse conversion
from Pn(z) to z is simply the evaluation of (5). In the following, we will assume
that numerical values z are already given as a BDD Pn(z).
Thus the solution to the extraction problem is simply the restriction A |i:=j
of a BDD A to a single index j.
The update procedure will usually change the structure of the r-sdBDD
and can be deﬁned as B := A · ¬Ik(j) + Pn(z) · Ik(j), leading to
xB(i) =


z, i = j
xA(i), else
Please note that all operators in the expression deﬁning B are canonical BDD-
extensions of elementary operators on B or signed digits Dr!
In principle, all necessary arithmetic operations can be reduced to these
two basic procedures, together with the evaluation or construction of Pn(z)
and with ordinary arithmetic on explicit numbers. Of course, our main interest
lies in the cases where these transformations are too consuming in space or
time.
5 Arithmetic on r-sdBDDs
While arithmetic based on the extraction and update algorithms from above is
signiﬁcantly slower than arithmetic using explicit representations, arithmetic
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operations might be faster when applied to all numbers in the r-sdBDD at
once: The inversion of the sign, for example, can be done even in constant
time by simply inverting the values of the few terminal nodes; component-wise
addition and subtraction of the values from two r-sdBDD will be considered
below. The suitability of BDDs for matrix operations has been discussed long
ago, see e.g. [4], with results that were positive in general. In this paper, we
will restrict ourself to elementary arithmetic.
The algorithm for the carry free addition using signed digits has been
explained previously. Almost all of its components can be transferred imme-
diately to BDD-operations. The only nontrivial part is the necessary shifting
of digits.
Shifting is also very important for multiplication, where even higher level
algorithms like Karatsubas method, using the decomposition of numbers into
well-structured parts, could be very well suited for BDDs.
Given an r-sdBDD A, the following expression deﬁnes a BDD B, where
all digits of all values are shifted by one position.
B := A|p0:=0 · p0
+ A|p0:=1,p1:=0 · (p0 = 0 ∧ p1 = 1)
+ A|p0:=p1:=1,p2:=0 · (p0 = p1 = 0 ∧ p2 = 1)
+ A|p0:=p1:=p2:=1,p3:=0 · (p0 = p1 = p2 = 0 ∧ p3 = 1)
+ . . .
+ A|p0:=...:=pn−2:=1,pn−1:=0 · (p0 = . . . = pn−2 = 0 ∧ pn−1 = 1)
Here the addition and the multiplication operators again denote the canon-
ical BDD-extensions. The boolean expressions on the right of the multiplica-
tion operators denote BDDs for the corresponding boolean function.
The decomposition of A into A|p0:=0, A|p0:=1,p1:=0 etc. on the left of the
multiplication operators can be computed iteratively by ‘splitting’ A|...:=pj−1:=1
into A|...:=pj−1:=1,pj :=0 and A|...:=pj−1:=pj :=1. If the variable ordering in the BDD
is as in (4) (i.e. low position before high position before index), then at least
this decomposition is almost for free as it is simply consists of returning all
0-sub-diagrams on the 1, 1, 1, . . .-branch of the BDD.
The only digits that have not been shifted here are at the special positions
p0 = . . . = pn−1 = 1, i.e. at p = 2n−1−1 = max(Pn). Due to the implicit nor-
malization using Dr, an overﬂow occurs, if one of the digits at these positions
is non-zero. The overﬂow condition can be checked very easily, as the diagram
A|p0:=...:=pn−1:=1 will be identical to the terminal node 0 if and only if all those
digits are zero.
Similarly, we are able to implement shifts by more than one position. In
the following, we will use an operator B := shift(A,m) (for an r-sdBDD A and
an integer m) to denote that the digits in A have been shifted by |m| positions
(to the left in case of m > 0, to the right in case of m < 0). Unless there are
overﬂows or underﬂows, such a shifting corresponds to a multiplication of all
values by rm, i.e. xB(i) = xA(i) · rm.
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To implement the addition of two r-sdBDDs, we may take the computation
of the transfer digits t(x, y), the intermediate sums w(x, y) and the ordinary
sum x + y (modulo r) as elementary operations on Dr. Then the addition
add(A,B) of all values in two r-sdBDDs A,B (i.e. xadd(A,B)(i) = xA(i)+xB(i))
is simply
add(A,B) := w(A,B) + shift(t(A,B), 1)
The complexity of this addition is O(n) BDD-operations.
In a similar way, we are able to implement the school boys multiplication
algorithm for implementing mult(A,B) with xmult(A,B)(i) = xA(i) ·xB(i). Ob-
viously, this can be implemented as a BDD algorithm using the restriction
A|p:=q to single positions, the shift and the addition from above, if we also
use the canonical BDD extensions of elementary arithmetic functions prod
and carry on Dr that fulﬁll prod(x, y) + carry(x, y) · r = x · y. We will not
go into detail here, but only state that the complexity of mult(A,B) using
this simple multiplication scheme is O(n · 2n) BDD-operations. This bound
essentially comes from the 2n possible positions in one factor, each leading to
a number of shifts and additions linear in n.
6 Upper bounds on space
We already cited that there are standard ways to perform Z = X ◦ Y on
BDDs X and Y for any ◦ operating on the terminal nodes. Using a unit cost
measure and under the assumption that hashing can be done in O(1), the
complexity c(◦, X, Y ) of these operations is determined by the size of X and
Y (i.e. the number of nodes in the BDD): We have c(◦, X, Y ) ≤ |X| · |Y | as
well as |Z| ≤ |X| · |Y |. This could still imply an enormous growth of the BDD
in just a few operations, similar to the blow-up of the number sizes in rational
arithmetic.
So it is very important to check the space complexity of the BDDs under
consideration, as it will be a basic component of the time complexity, too.
In the following we ﬁrst give a proof of a well-known result on the size of
arbitrary ROBDDs, which will lead us to an upper bound for special cases
later on.
Lemma 6.1 (e.g. [10]) Consider ROBDDs with no more than ν variables
and at most two diﬀerent terminal nodes.
(a) The number N(ν) of these ROBDDs is bounded by 22
ν+1
.
(b) The size S(ν) of these ROBDDs is bounded by
∑ν−1
j=0 min{2j, N(ν−j)}.
Thus together we have S(ν) = O(2ν/ν).
Proof. (a) For ν = 0, there are exactly 2 ROBDDs, namely the terminal
nodes 0 or 1. If ν = 1, then there are only two further possible ROBDDs with
diﬀering terminal nodes, hence N(1) = 4.
For a nontrivial ROBDD with at most ν > 1 variables, the root must have
two diﬀerent branches, both with at most ν − 1 variables. Hence N(ν) ≤
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N(ν−1) · (N(ν−1) − 1) + 2 ≤ N(ν−1)2. An easy inductive argument shows
N(ν) ≤ 22ν+1 .
(b) Suppose that v0, . . . , vν−1 is the ordering of the ν variables in the
ROBDD A. So the number of nodes marked with variable vj is trivially
bounded by 2j, because each path to such a node has a length of at most j
and because nodes may have at most two successors. On the other hand, each
of these nodes is root of an ROBDD with at most ν − j variables, which all
must be diﬀerent as the ROBDD is reduced by deﬁnition. This implies the
second bound N(ν − j) in the minimum.
Evaluating the minimum in the formula above leads to the bound of order
2ν/ν for ROBDDs with ν variables. It is even possible to show that the size
is at most (2 + o(1)) · 2ν/ν. ✷
Example 6.2 Consider the following case: Using ordinary ROBDDs without
signed digits, r = 2, and representing the 64 bits of a double without any
respect to their interpretation, we would need n = 6 variables for the positions
of the bits. This leads to an upper bound of 3 · 2n+k/(n+ k) nodes to store 2k
diﬀerent double values, which is a ratio of 3 · 2n/(n + k) nodes/value. With
n = 6 and a storage penalty factor of 2 (that a node is bigger than a double,
at least), this would imply that we need k > 2·3·26 ≈ 400 until the ratio drops
below 1. Thus to be sure to use less memory than a ordinary representation,
we would need an index set I of size #I > 2400, which is so large that is it not
of any practical interest.
The proof of part (b) of the lemma above had to account for a possible
independence between nodes marked with the same variable, leading to the
term N(ν−j). As this independence is not always given, we may get smaller
upper bounds for structured cases like encoding a real function into an r-
sdBDD. Here we will consider the most simple case, where we are able to
prove much lower upper bounds. We start by deﬁning canonical r-sdBDDs
Af,n.k approximating a function f :
Let Dr ⊂ Dr be the non-redundant digit subset {d − 
 r+12  | 0 ≤ d < r}
for a ﬁxed r. If we disallow digit sequences with period maxDr, then for
any x there is an unique inﬁnite digit sequence (dp(x))p∈Z from Dr with x =∑
dp(x)·rp. This sequence can be deﬁned explicitly by dp(x) = (rp·x) mod r,
if the (real-valued) remainder mod r is taken from the half-open interval Ir :=
[−
 r+1
2
, r − 
 r+1
2
).
For any ﬁxed position p, dp(x) will be a step function with values from
Dr that is periodic in x with period r
p+1 and that is constant on half-open
intervals of length rp. Please note that the mapping (x, p) → dp(x) need not
be constructive!
Definition 6.3 For f : [0, 1) → R let Af,n.k be the (unique!) r-sdBDD with
n positional variables, k index variables, and with
FAf,n.k(p, i) = dp(f(i/2
k))
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for any p ∈ Pn, i ∈ Ik.
Using this setting, we have |xAf,n,k(i) − f(i/2k)| ≤ r−2n−1 , if n is large
enough to ensure that ||f || ≤ r2n−1−1. So Af,n,k is essentially a table approxi-
mating f .
As said in the introduction, the choice of n ≈ log k would be near at hand.
So the problem that we want to address in the following is: Given f , what is
the size of Af,log2 k,k?
Lemma (6.1) would give an order of O(2k) for the size of the r-sdBDD.
The following lemma gives much better bounds for linear functions f :
Lemma 6.4 For linear f , i.e. f(z) = a · z + b, the size of Af,log2 k,k is
O(k · 2k/2).
Proof. According to (4), the indexing variables are ordered behind the posi-
tional variables. So ﬁrst we will partition Af,log2 k,k into the top part using
the positional variables and into the sub-diagrams that only contain indexing
variables. As we have n = log2 k positional variables, the number of nodes as
well as the number of sub-diagrams will be O(k). Each of this sub-diagrams
corresponds to (at least) one position p carrying all the digits dp(f(i/2
k)) for
i ∈ Ik. Now ﬁx a position p and let Ap be the sub-diagram of Af,log2 k,k
corresponding to position p.
In (4) we additionally have that the later indexing variables correspond
to the less signiﬁcant bits of the indices. The binary structure of BDDs im-
mediately implies that the number of nodes in Ap marked with variable iν is
bounded by 2k−1−ν . On the other hand, each such node in Ap marked with iν
is the root of a sub-diagram carrying a digit sequence dp(f(xj,l)) for 0 ≤ l < 2ν
and for a certain j, where xj,l :=
j·2ν+l
2k
. In the following, we will show that
the number of such digit sequences is O(2ν), which implies that the number
of those nodes is also O(2ν). All in all we get that
|Af,log2 k,k| ≤O(k) +O(k ·
∑
min{2ν , 2k−1−ν}) = O(k · 2k/2)
Now consider the possible digit sequences (dp(f(xj,l)) : 0 ≤ l < 2ν) for j ∈
N: The linearity of f and the equally spaced abscissas xj,l imply that these
sequences are completely determined by the value of (rp · f(xj,0)) mod r lying
in the interval Ir := [−
 r+12 , r−
 r+12 ). This interval is divided into r equally
sized subintervals corresponding to the r possible digits for l = 0. Almost the
same holds for any l > 0: The r digits that may arise for l lead to at most
r + 1 subintervals of Ir that give the same digit at l. So the 2ν values of l
divide Ir into (at most) 2ν · (r + 1) subintervals, that uniquely determine a
digit sequence. In consequence, there are at most 2ν · (r + 1) diﬀerent digit
sequences. ✷
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7 Experimental results
As stated in the introduction, we are evaluating a prototype implementation
of r-sdBDDs. It is based on the BDD package cudd-2.3.1 by Fabio Somenzi
of the University of Colorado at Boulder. Until now it is only capable of per-
forming addition, subtraction, and multiplication (with school boys method).
We used this prototype to compute the sizes of the r-sdBDDs Af,log2 k,k for
the functions f(x) = x and f(x) = x2, and for 10 ≤ k ≤ 26, i.e. for tables
with up to about 67 million places, each with a precision of approximately k
bits, i.e. n ≈ log k. The experiments veriﬁed Lemma 6.4 with a size of about
k · 2k/2 nodes in case of f(x) = x. For x2 we get a size of about k · 20.8·k, but
we have not yet been able to prove that there is indeed a bound of O(2o(1)·k)
in this case.
The following table plots the sizes of Af,log2 k,k for 2
k indices versus k, in
a logarithmic scale, so that the result of Lemma 6.4 is shown as an almost
linear function with slope 0.5:
100
1000
10000
100000
1e+06
1e+07
1e+08
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
rsdBDD size, function f(x)=x
rsdBDD size, function f(x)=x*x
growth: 3*k*2^(k/2)
growth: 0.3*k^2*2^(4k/5)
growth: 2^k
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